KINDERGARTEN NEWS

12/4/17

Reading: We will be mastering the letter Vv and its sound.
We are asking comprehension questions when we read stories in class.
Who are the characters? Where is the setting? What happened first, next, and
last? What was your favorite part of the story?
What season is it? Is the story real or fantasy?
Math: Things they need to know for the report card: count to 20
(we encourage them to count higher) count objects 1-10, recognize
numbers 0-10, write numbers 0-10 (we encourage them to write higher) and
identify 3 dimensional shapes, such as cube, cone, sphere, and cylinder.
Homework: Tuesday: the students will write "at" sentences using the words
from the word bank/addition on back. (We have been reading a lot of
books with "at" words in them.) Please let your child create and write
their own sentences by sounding out the words, but help them with
harder words that they can not sound out.
Wednesday: letter V \n the Alphabet Book
Thursday: write letter Vv/ and addition.
Miscellaneous: The students should be good at reading "at" words by now.
They should even start sounding out words such as scat, flat, drat, stat, brat,
splat. We will be starting to master "an" words soon. Please try sounding out
words such as: can, fan, can tan, Dan, man, etc.
We will soon be reading many books in class with nan" words in them.
We will then continue with other short a words such as\ pam, lap, snap, tab, add,
bag, jam, nap, crab, bad, etc.
The Shadyside library will have Santa on Saturday. December 9th at 1p.m.
Kindergarten will shop at the Secret Santa sale on Wednesday, December 13th.
Make-up day \s Thursday, December 14th.
2 hour delay for Teacher Professional Development Is Friday, December 15th.
Last day for students Is Wednesday, December 20th.
Christmas vacation Is from December 21st - January 3rd.
Everyone should be refreshed to start on Thursday January 4!!

